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This paper represents a theoretical and an experimental study of the spreading dynamics of a liquid droplet, generated7

by a needle free deposition system called the liquid needle droplet deposition technique. This technique utilizes a8

continuous liquid jet generated from a pressurized dosing system which generates a liquid drop on a substrate to be9

characterized by optical contact angle measurements. Although many studies have explored the theoretical modelling10

of the droplet spreading scenario, a theoretical model representing the spreading dynamics of a droplet, generated by11

the jet impact and continuous addition of liquid mass, is yet to be addressed. In this study, we developed a theoretical12

model based on the overall energy balance approach which enables us to study on the physics of variation of droplet13

spreading under surrounding medium of various viscosities. The numerical solution of the non-linear ordinary differen-14

tial equation has provided us the opportunity to comment on the variation of droplet spreading, as a function of Weber15

number (We), Reynolds number (Re) and Bond number (Bo) ranging from 0.5-3, 75-150, and 0.001-0.3, respectively.16

We have also presented a liquid jet impact model in order to predict the initial droplet diameter as an initial condition17

for the proposed governing equation. The model has been verified further with the experimental measurements and18

reasonable agreement has been observed. Experimental observations and theoretical investigations also highlight the19

precision, repeatability and wide range of the applicability of liquid needle drop deposition technique.20

I. INTRODUCTION21

The wetting characteristics of a liquid droplet over a solid22

surface has been studied extensively in different manners:23

numerical approaches simulate the transient flow field using24

computational fluid dynamics codes1,2, while the theoretical25

approaches3 assume a velocity profile in the droplet and seek26

an analytical solution. In an ambient fluid medium, when a27

drop of liquid rests in thermodynamic equilibrium on a solid28

substrate, the angle measured at the three-phase contact line29

is called the equilibrium contact angle and widely termed30

as "Young’s angle"4. For obtaining the Young’s angle, the31

drop deposition method is crucially important as identified32

by Shuttleworth in the middle of nineteenths century5 and33

numerous researchers6–10. Traditionally, the drop deposition34

is attained by bringing a pendant drop in close proximity to35

the substrate and allowed it to detach from the needle. This36

detachment of the drop from the needle depends on several37

factors, such as needle and surface energy of the character-38

izing substrate7, needle surface roughness11, and drop vol-39

ume12, retraction speed10 of the needle as well as operator’s40

skills. These factors become ordaining for very low or high41

energy surfaces and every aspect affects the resultant equi-42

librium contact angle. The drop weight method9 is another43

technique used mainly for low surface energy solids. In such44

cases, the drop pinch-off generates a capillary wave that gen-45

erates significantly high pressure difference across the drop-46

medium interface8,13. In some cases, this pressure restricts47

the drop to spread on high surface energy surfaces as shown48

by Mahadevan et al.13 where the water drop rebound scenario49

was reported on the glass substrate.50

There is a surge in the development of surfaces with known51
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surface energy, in particularly the very low or very high en-52

ergy surfaces and accurate contact angle measurement is one53

of the most reliable as well as most commonly used meth-54

ods to characterize the accurate surface energy of these novel55

substrates. Owing to the limitations of classical contact an-56

gle measurement techniques posed in such cases, it is es-57

sential to develop a needle-free technique to overcome such58

shortcomings14. A couple of novel techniques are developed59

to circumvent these limitations namely needle-free drop de-60

position technique6,7,15 and liquid-needle technique16. The61

needle-free drop deposition technique involves the selection62

of a separate low energy interface for the success of the63

technique hence it has very limited application whereas the64

liquid-needle surged as a promising alternative as universal65

needle-free technique. In the liquid-needle technique, a con-66

tinuous liquid jet of micron size is used to generate the drop67

of size three to four orders of the jet size.68

A theoretical model based on energy balance for droplet69

spreading must include inertial, viscous, gravitational and70

capillary forces. Madejski3 perhaps was the first to report71

an overall energy balance (OEB) approach where the mo-72

mentum with energy balance is utilized to quantify the maxi-73

mum spread of a drop upon impact on a cold surface. Gu and74

Li17 extended OEB approach to model spontaneous spread-75

ing with relatively lower impact speeds (impact speed <=76

2.5m/s). Erickson et al.18 successfully deployed the OEB77

approach to study hydrodynamically driven forced spread-78

ing where droplet was generated by quasi-static addition of79

mass through a punctured surface. However, the major draw-80

backs of punctured surface is that while creating a hole in the81

surface, the surface properties may be hampered which as a82

result may affect the spontaneous spreading of the droplet.83

In addition, Erickson et al.18 also did not analyse the effect84

of outer medium on their hydrodynamic model of droplet85

spreading and the effect of boundary movement work. In the86

present study the liquid needle droplet deposition has been87
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utilised where the drop is generated on the substrate by a lam-88

inar jet emanating from a pressurized dosing system above89

the substrate. The present work follows the OEB approach to90

develop a model that predicts drop spreading until it attains91

the equilibrium.92

The prime motive of the present study is to identify the93

role of various factors which can affect the dynamics of drop94

spreading and identify the limitations of the liquid needle95

technique. A theoretical model is developed and validated96

with experimental results for drop spreading where a con-97

tinuous jet adds the mass to the drop via liquid-fluid inter-98

face16. An droplet impact study is also performed to predict99

the maximum spreading of the droplet immediately after the100

jet impact19–22. Finally, a non-dimensional analysis is per-101

formed to obtain a phase plot that can comment on applica-102

bility of the liquid needle technique for a given drop-medium103

combination.104

II. THEORETICAL MODEL105

The present work follows the OEB approach to develop a106

model that predicts drop spreading until it attains the equi-107

librium. The diameter and momentum of the jet is carefully108

chosen to avoid any splashing when the liquid hits the solid109

substrate23. The jet on reaching the solid substrate is assumed110

to form a droplet with the shape of a spherical cap (Stage −i111

) and the jet continues to feed the liquid (Stage −ii) until112

the desired volume is achieved (Stage −iii). Based on the113

dynamics occurring in the control volume this process can be114

trisected as depicted in Figure 1. Considering the deformable115

drop, the energy imparted by the impinging jet is transformed116

into internal energy, surface energy, and gravitational energy,117

in addition to the resistance offered by the medium viscosity118

and viscous dissipation within the spreading droplet. The en-119

ergy transferred from the impinging jet to the spreading drop120

results in Eq. 1 as follows:121

dEin

dt
=

d
dt
(Esystem +Es +Eg)+

d
dt
(Wvd +Wmv) (1)

Here, Ein is the incoming energy available in the liquid jet,122

Esystem is the internal energy in the spreading droplet, Es is123

the surface energy, Eg is the gravitational potential energy,124

Wvd is the work due to viscous dissipation and Wmv is the125

work associated with medium viscosity.126127

The energy available in the jet is the combination of128

enthalpy24 and jet kinetic energy. It has already been demon-129

strated with order of magnitude analysis that for isobaric and130

isothermal conditions the overall change in the enthalpy is131

negligible18. The jet initial velocity (v j0) reduces to v j due132

to the presence of the medium and can be quantified as,25
133

v j = v j0

[
1

1+
√

CD
2

]
. Here, CD is the drag coefficient which134

is related with the jet frontal geometry. Considering the in-135

finitesimal change in mass with respect to time, the total rate136

of energy transfer is:137

dEin

dt
=

[
v2

j

2

]
dm
dt

(2)

The internal kinetic energy induced due to the impinge-138

ment of the jet on the liquid-medium interface can be ig-139

nored since the drop surface area is remarkably greater than140

the liquid jet cross sectional area18. The initial drop diam-141

eter (D0) is large enough in comparison to the jet diameter142

(D j) to ignore drop internal kinetic energy. The total sur-143

face energy of the system can be defined considering the sur-144

face energies of the three interfacial phases, i.e., liquid-solid145

(drop-substrate), liquid-fluid (drop-medium) and solid-fluid146

(substrate-medium) which suggests Es = σdsAds−σsmAsm +147

σdmAdm, where, σ and A represent the surface energy and148

area for respective interfaces and subscripts d, s and m de-149

notes the drop, solid and the medium, respectively. With a150

spherical drop shape assumption the rate of change of sur-151

face energy is152

dEs

dt
= 2πRσdm[2h(θd)− cosθe]

dR
dt

(3)

where, h(θd) =
1− cosθd

sin2
θd

and θd and θe are the advancing153

(dynamic) and equilibrium contact angle, respectively, as de-154

picted in Figure 1. For an infinitesimal increase of mass, ∆m,155

during the continuous growth of the drop, if the center of156

gravity alters by ∆z, the rate of change in potential energy157

can be expressed as
dEg

dt
= g

[
m

dz
dt

+ z
dm
dt

]
18 where the to-158

tal mass of the system can be obtained as m = m0 +
b∫
a

dm
dt

dt.159

The resulting rate of change in the gravitational potential160

energy can be expressed as:161

dEg

dt
= g

[
m
(

3 f (θd)

4
dR
dt

)
+

R
4

f (θd)
dm
dt

]
(4)

where, f (θd) =
2− sin2

θd +2cosθd

(2+ cosθd)sinθd
.162

Due to the continuous growth of the drop volume, the163

surrounding medium gets displaced that requires additional164

work which is considered as a resistance due to the surround-165

ing medium viscosity. The role of medium viscosity can be166

ignored in case of air as presented in the numerous studies3,26
167

but for the case of liquid needle,the drop deposition in the168

medium other than air is also studied in detail where the169

medium viscosity becomes paramount to consider. The shear170

stress at the drop boundary, i.e., at the liquid-medium inter-171

face, can be defined as τ = 2µm

(
∂u
∂R

)
r=R

, where, µm is172

the medium viscosity and u is the velocity by which the sur-173

rounding medium is being displaced. If we consider a lamina174

of fluid outside the drop at a distance r, where r > R, and175

implement the mass conservation method, we obtain the ve-176

locity of the surrounding medium adjacent to the drop bound-177

ary. The resultant rate of work due to medium viscosity can178
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FIG. 1. Different stages involved in liquid jet drop deposition technique. (a) Liquid jet with diameter D j, density ρd and viscosity µd impinging
on a substrate from height h at a velocity V j (stage (i), t = 0s) in the presence of fluid medium with density ρm and viscosity µm, (b) drop
growth with a radial velocity of v (stage (ii), t > 0s) and dynamic advancing contact angle of θd , (c) drop with equilibrium contact angle of
θe after the ceasing of the jet (stage (iii), t = te). The top panel of the Figure represents the pictorial representation of each stage whereas the
corresponding experimental observation is depicted in bottom panel.

be given as,179

dwmv

dt
=

[
4µm

R
dR
dt

1
ρm

]
dm
dt

(5)

where, ρm is the surrounding medium density.180

To describe the viscous dissipation during spontaneous181

sessile drop spreading, different models have been pro-182

posed, e.g., De Gennes27,28 predicted the viscous dissipa-183

tion work based on lubrication approximation whereas Chan-184

dra et al.29 suggested alternative approach using a laminar185

boundary layer within the splat of the impacting drop. For186

hydrodynamic drop spreading, we follow the De Gennes187

approach27,28 and observed a good agreement with the ex-188

perimental observations in particularly for the cases where189

hydrodynamic forces are remarkably larger than the molec-190

ular forces30. Based on the lubrication model27,28, the vis-191

cous force per unit length of the three-phase contact line can192

be expressed as, Fv =
3µd

θd
ln
(

ε−1 dR
dt

)
, where θd is the in-193

stantaneous dynamic contact angle, µd is the viscosity of the194

droplet and ε is the ratio of the microscopic length (Lδ ) to195

macroscopic cut-off length (L). In general, Lδ may vary be-196

tween 1 µm to 5 µm whereas L can be defined as the hori-197

zontal length scale (R) of the drop18. The viscous dissipa-198

tion work of the circular three phase contact line is 2πRFv.199

Therefore, the viscous dissipation work per unit time over200

the three-phase contact line is27,28
201

dwvd

dt
= 6πµd ln(ε−1)

R
θD

(
dR
dt

)2

(6)

As mentioned earlier, we also consider boundary layer ap-202

proximation as an alternative approach to lubrication approx-203

imation, for predicting the viscous dissipation for droplet-204

substrate combination with a higher contact angle. For205

this case, we have adopted the boundary layer approxima-206

tion model for a higher contact angle system, suggested207

by Chandra et al.29, which is also numerically verified by208

Guo et al.31 for a wide range of viscosities. Based on the209

boundary layer approximation model the viscous dissipation210

work is approximated as, wv =
∫ b

a φΩtc.16,20,29, where φ is211

the viscous dissipation which can be approximated as,φ =212

µd

(
∂vi

∂xk
+

∂vk

∂xi

)
∂vi

∂xk
= µdv2

j/δ 2, where δ =
2D j√

Re
is the213

characteristic length scale of the droplet, Ω = πR2δ is the214

volume of the droplet and tc = h j/v j = kh j D j/v j. There-215

fore, considering the boundary layer approximation, the work216

done due to viscous dissipation per unit time, over the three-217

phase contact line, can be expressed as,218

dwvd

dt
= µdv jπkh j

√
ReR

dR
dt

(7)

While considering the lubrication approximation, combin-219

ing Eqs.1-6 the governing equation for dynamic spreading of220

the drop with liquid needle deposition can be written as the221
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following,222

6πµd ln(ε−1)
R
θD

(
dR
dt

)2 +[2πRσdm(2h(θd)− cosθe)

+(m0 +
dm
dt

)g
f (θd)

4
− 4µm

Rρm

dm
dt

]
dR
dt

+
dm
dt

[
gR f (θd)

4
−

v2
j

2
] = 0 (8)

The non-dimensionalized equation can also be obtained as223

depicted in Eq. 9 where the characteristic length and velocity224

are considered as the jet radius and velocity, respectively.225

6ln(ε−1)

θd

R∗

Re

(
dR∗

dt∗

)2

+

[
4R∗

We
(2h(θd)− cosθe)+

f (θd)G(θd)

24
(R∗0)

3 Bo
We

+
kh j f (θd)

4
t∗

Bo
We

+
kµm

R∗
8

Re

]
dR∗

dt∗
+

dm
dt

[
f (θd)

4
R∗

Bo
We

]
= 0 (9)

Here, Re = ρdv jD j/µd , We = ρdv2
jD j/σdm ,226

and Bo = ρdgD2
j/σdm are Reynolds number, We-227

ber number and Bond number, respectively; also,228

kµm = µm/µd , R∗ =
R

D j/2
, R∗0 =

R0

D j/2
, t∗ =

t
D j/v j

229

and G(θd) =
2−3cos(θd)+ cos3(θd)

sin3(θd)
.230

231

Similarly, for boundary layer approximation, combining232

Eqs.1-5 and 7 the governing equation for dynamic spreading233

of the drop with liquid needle deposition can be expressed as234

the following,235

µdv jπkh j

√
ReR

dR
dt

+[2πRσdm(2h(θd)− cosθe)

+(m0 +
dm
dt

)g
f (θd)

4
− 4µm

Rρm

dm
dt

]
dR
dt

+[
gR f (θd)

4
−

v2
j

2
dm
dt

] = 0 (10)

The non-dimensional form of Eq. 10 can also be written as,236

kh j

4
√

Re
R∗

dR∗

dt∗
+

[
4R∗

We
(2h(θd)− cosθe)+

f (θd)G(θd)

24
(R∗0)

3 Bo
We

+
kh j f (θd)

4
t∗

Bo
We

+
kµm

R∗
8

Re

]
dR∗

dt∗
+

dm
dt

[
f (θd)

4
R∗

Bo
We

]
= 0 (11)

The hydrodynamic spreading of a drop can be obtained237

theoretically by solving any of the equations from Eqs. 8 to238

12 with appropriate initial conditions. One of the initial con-239

ditions is the drop diameter at the first instance which can be240

calculated with the knowledge of droplet impact analysis. In241

traditional drop impact analysis, the splat shape of the drop242

is considered as the maximum spread condition29. However,243

in case of an impacting jet, we can assume that at the first244

instant, the splat-shape is obtained with a drop volume equiv-245

alent to initial jet volume immediately before impact.246

To determine the initial spreading diameter of the splat247

we can further employ the energy balance equation, i.e.248

the energy available in the jet (kinetic energy) before de-249

position and the energy transferred (surface energy, vis-250

cous dissipation work and work done due to medium vis-251

cosity) to form the splat droplet shape (initial drop shape).252

We can define the surface energy considering the splat253

shape as, π

4 D2
0σdm(1− cosθe). Considering De Genne’s254

approximation27,28 the viscous dissipation work can be cal-255

culated as, 6πµd ln(ε−1)
R
θd

(
dR
dt

)2

. Here, we can approx-256

imate the change in radius and time as dR ≈ D0/2 and257

dt ≈ tc. The time required for the droplet to form splat shape258

(tc) can be readily used from the traditional droplet impact259

analysis2. Finally, the work due to medium viscosity consid-260

ering the elemental area of the splat can be approximated as261

3πkµM

8
kh j D

3
0We

D jRe
.262

Thus, the non-dimensional equation for the initial spread-263

ing ratio (ξ = D0/D j) is:264

ξ
3
[

9ln(ε−1)

32θd
+

3kµM kh j

8

]
We
Re

+
ξ 2

4
[1−cosθe]−

kh j

8
We−kh j = 0

(12)
Again, by replacing only the viscous dissipation work, ap-265

proximated by lubrication model, with the boundary layer266

approximation, we can write the non-dimensional energy bal-267

ance equation for the splat formation as,268

1
4

kµM

kh j

We
Re

ξ
3 +

[
We

8
√

Re
+

1
4
(1− cos(θe))

]
ξ

2−
kh j

8
We = 0

(13)
This equation 13 can be used as the initial condition for269

spreading diameter for the governing equation approximated270

with the boundary layer.271

On the other hand, we can also use the continuity equation272

between the cross sectional diameter of the jet and the wetted273

area of the initially formed droplet to calculate the initial ve-274

locity with respect to known jet velocity, which can also be275

used as another input parameter for the initial condition.276

277278

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION279

The theoretical model is compared with experimental mea-280

surements performed in an air, water and silicon oil medium281

for different liquid jet and medium combinations. The ex-282

perimental setup and methods used for this study is identical283

to the setup used previously by Jin et al.16. The governing284

equation for the liquid needle, i.e., Eq. 8, has been numer-285

ically solved using the classical Runge-Kutta method (RK-286

4)32 for the drop base radius or diameter (D). It is to be287

noted that while solving the equation, we assume that the dy-288

namic contact angle θd , equilibrium contact angle (θe) and289
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FIG. 2. Comparison of the measured drop growth (radius) with the theoretical analysis applying liquid needle drop deposition technique, (a)
Water on PDMS under air medium, (b) DIM on PDMS under air medium, (c) Water on PDMS under Silicon oil medium, (d)DIM on PDMS
under water medium

the mass flux are known and the dynamic contact angle re-290

mains constant during the entire drop deposition process. We291

have also varied the liquid-surrounding medium combina-292

tions having different viscosities and densities, e.g., water on293

polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) in air medium, diidomethane294

(DIM) on PDMS in air medium, water on PDMS under sil-295

icon oil medium and DIM on PDMS under water medium296

which are shown in supplementary videos S1, S2, S3 and297

S4, respectively. For this particular study, the corresponding298

range of nondimensional parameters is considered as follows:299

Re = 75−150, We = 0.5−3, Bo = 0.001−0.3, to avoid any300

unwarranted jet break-up33.301

Figure 2 represents the comparison of experimental results302

with both models, lubrication and boundary layer approxi-303

mation models, presented in this study. From Figure 2, it can304

be seen that there is a marginal difference between these two305

models suggesting that each model has its own advantages306

and disadvantages. However, in most cases studied here, the307

lubrication model excels in predicting the droplet spreading308

except silicon oil medium. Boundary layer model can pre-309

dict the water droplet spreading inside high viscous silicon310

oil medium better than the lubrication model. This result is311

consistent with our theoretical prediction, as inside the sil-312

icon oil medium, the water droplet contact angle is higher313

which is ∼ 148◦. It is noteworthy to mention that while us-314

ing the boundary layer model we have to use the appropri-315

ate value for viscous dissipation term which can be found in316

available literature20,34 , whereas in the lubrication model,317

the capillary cut-off length, ε , is the only adjustable parame-318

ter.319

Figure 2 depicts the information of drop growth and320

spreading over time, where the solid and dotted line rep-321

resents the theoretical model based on lubrication and322

boundary layer approximation, respectively whereas, sym-323

bols indicate the experimental outcome. From Figure 2 it324

is evident that the theoretical model can successfully predict325

the transient variation of the spreading of the base radius326

except in one condition, which can be seen in Figure 2c.327

In case of Figure 2a, b, and d, the theoretical outcome is328

following the experimental observations. However, a rela-329

tively higher deviation, than the other medium, is observed330

in Figure 2c, representing the water droplet spreading under331
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FIG. 3. Effect of viscosity ratio and contact angle on the spreading of the droplet deposited by a jet based deposition technique. (a) Variation
of spreading ratio with respect to viscosity ratio for a fixed value of Weber and Reynolds number, whereas the inset Figure shows the relation
between spreading ratio and the Weber number.(b)log-log plot for variation of nondimensional base diameter with respect to nondimensional
time. (c) Transient variation of base diameter of a droplet for varying contact angle predicted by the model.

silicon oil medium. In the proposed model with both the332

approximations, the viscous dissipation inside the droplet333

is scrutinized, similarly, the viscous dissipation due to334

surrounding medium must be studied which is ignored in the335

proposed model. We suspect this might be the prime reason336

for the observed deviation for comparison in the case of337

liquid medium. Moreover, from Figure 2c we can see that338

experimentally the droplet stops spreading at ∼0.02s when339

the base radius is ∼0.35mm, whereas, the theory predicts340

the droplet of ∼0.45mm at the same stoppage. Therefore, it341

is evident that both models under predict additional energy342

dissipation due to surrounding medium and the considered343

boundary work needs to be supplemented by this additional344

medium dissipation for the closer prediction. We also345

attribute this discrepancy to the loss of kinetic energy in346

liquid jet due to surrounding medium before impacting.347

348

The role of the medium viscosity is further scrutinized by349

performing non-dimensional analysis which is presented in350

Figure 3. Figure 3(a) represents the variation of maximum351

spreading ratio, ξ with respect to viscosity ratio, kµm for352

a given We and Re. As suspected, the ξ is decreasing353

gradually with respect to kµm , which supports the fact that354

surrounding medium suppress the spreading. Increase in355

kµm implies that the viscosity of surrounding medium is356

increased and thus corresponding energy loss to overcome357

the dissipation caused by the medium at the drop-medium as358

well as drop-substrate interfaces. Therefore, the ξ decreases359

with the increasing of kµm for a given Re and We scenario.360

The We considered in this study is a function of impact361

velocity which is the manifestation of jet velocity as well as362

the distance between the nozzle and the substrate. Higher363

the We, higher the impact velocity, which further assists364

droplet to spread. This phenomenon resembles with the365

inset of Figure 3(a), with enhancement in the input kinetic366

energy of the jet, the maximum initial spread increases367

accordingly. Surprisingly beyond certain We, for a given368

operating parameters ξ remains almost the same and this369

motivated us to study the Re variations as opposed to We.370

The plateau can be witnessed in the both the cases which371

resembles the same observation as presented by Clanet et372

al.35. It suggests that the ξ is going through a transition from373

capillary regime to the viscous regime while varying with374

We.375

376

In order to further analyse, the effect of viscosity ratio377

on the overall spreading of the droplet we have presented378

transient variation of total droplet spreading with respect to379
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different viscosity ratio in Figure 3b. From Figure 3b, it is380

evident that for a fixed We and Re, the spreading diameter381

of the droplet maintains a power law relationship of power382

index, 1/2, with respect to time. However, it is also evident383

from the Figure 3b that viscosity ratio is not effecting the384

transient variation, rather it just shifts the magnitude of the385

droplet diameter. All the curves are collapsed on each other386

until the kµm = 1, however change in droplet diameter is387

observed when kµm > 1. This implies as long as medium388

viscosity is lower than droplet viscosity, no significant389

change in droplet diameter can be observed for any fixed We390

and Re.391

392

Figure 3 (c) illustrates that drops with lower equilibrium393

contact angle, i.e on surfaces with higher wettability, spreads394

faster compared to drops on substrates with higher contact395

angle, i.e lower surface wettability. It is noteworthy to396

mention that the role of stick-slip motion at the contact line,397

which is always present in the case of air medium scenario,398

cannot be circumvented. Fluctuation in the instantaneous399

contact angle are caused due to such stick-slip motion400

and other numerous phenomena at contact line and the401

proposed model requires further modifications to account402

these effects. Therefore, theoretical results are not compared403

to the experimental results.404

405

A parametric study was conducted to determine the406

limitations of the hydrodynamic model of droplet spreading407

process. From this study, a phase plot was produced as408

shown in Figure. 4. This contour plot shows the variation409

of ξ (the initial maximum drop spreading in comparison410

with the jet diameter) with respect to various Reynolds and411

Weber numbers. Here the dotted curved line depicts the412

approximate inflection points for a constant ξ curve. It413

denotes the boundary between the Re and We dominant flow414

regimes.415

416

From Figure 4, it is evident that the maximum spread-417

ing diameter of an impacting jet is proportional to both Re418

and We. However, with respect to the sensitivity analysis,419

the Figure 4 can be divided into two regimes – Re domi-420

nant and We dominant. Interestingly, for the Re dominant421

regime the spreading ratio is sensitive towards the change in422

Re, although the magnitude of Re is lower here compared423

to the corresponding We. The similar observations can be424

witnessed in the case of We dominant regime. For low vis-425

cous droplet the maximum spreading, Dmax can be scaled426

as35 Dmax ∼ D0We1/4 , whereas, for high viscous droplet the427

spreading is limited by the viscosity of the droplet, which428

yields another scaling law35, Dmax ∼ D0Re1/5. Therefore,429

in order to explain the spreading scenario for a wide range430

of viscosity , Clanet et al.35 defined a new nondimensional431

parameter as impact number, P = We/Re4/5. According to432

the study performed by Clanet et al.35, there is a transi-433

tion of spreading ratio with respect to the impact number,434

P. When, P < 1, the spreading is dominated by the capil-435

larity regardless of the viscosity of the droplet, which yields436

a sharp increase in the maximum spreading ratio. However,437

FIG. 4. Phase plot showing the variation of maximum spreading
ratio, ξ with Reynolds and Weber number. The dotted curve divided
the curve into two region: Re dominant and We dominant region,
whereas the solid lines represent the constant spreading ratio. The
colour bar represents different values of spreading ratio, ξ .

when P > 1, we can see that spreading ratio is independent438

of impact number, P which implies the maximum spreading439

diameter of the impacting jet is significantly limited by the440

viscosity of the droplet. The transition from capillary to vis-441

cous regime takes place when the impact number, P = 1. Ac-442

cording to the definition of impact number, P, it can also be443

expressed as, P =We/Re4/5 = ρ1/5D1/5
0 v6/5µ4/5σ−1. From444

the definition of impact number it is to be noted that capillary445

regime, P < 1, can be observed at small velocities, small vis-446

cosities and large surface tension, otherwise viscous regime447

will dominate the maximum spreading diameter.448

IV. CONCLUSION449

This study presents the theoretical and experimental anal-450

ysis of droplet spreading on a solid substrate for drops being451

deposited with the liquid needle dosing technique. In the liq-452

uid needle dosing system the droplet is formed by the con-453

tinuous addition of mass through a liquid jet. The theoretical454

model for forced droplet spreading is developed based on an455

overall energy balance (OEB) equation. Further, the theoret-456

ical model is validated with the experimental results which457

show that the OEB model can successfully predict the tran-458

sient droplet growth. The model also accounts for the sur-459

rounding medium with different viscosities and densities as460

according to both the theoretical and experimental analysis461

we can observe the spreading rate is hindered by the addi-462

tional resistance of the surrounding medium viscosity. This463

study illustrates why the liquid needle dosing technique, ad-464

justed with the appropriate parameters, can be the most care-465

ful drop deposition technique used for optical contact angle466

measurements. This is particularly interesting as it is also467

significantly faster as most other commonly used drop depo-468
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sition techniques. This study provides next to the first experi-469

mental studies16, a further more theoretical and experimental470

confidence level for the use of liquid needle drop deposition471

technique and also comments on the operating limitations of472

this technique.473

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL474

The supplementary material provided as video files rep-475

resents the droplet generation and spreading for different476

liquid-surrounding medium combinations having different477

viscosities and densities. Supplementary videos S1, S2, S3478

and S4 represent water drop on PDMS in air medium, di-479

iodomethane (DIM) drop on PDMS in air medium, water480

drop on PDMS under silicon oil medium and DIM on PDMS481

under water medium , respectively.482
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